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Abstract

We perform molecular simulations to characterize the structure and the

thermo-mechanical behavior of crystalline alkali-silica reaction (ASR) products,

whose structure is analogous to shlykovite’s, a layered silicate. As charge-

balancing cations, we study Na and K (the most relevant alkali involved in

ASR) as well as Li and Cs. For the first time, the thermal and elastic properties

of shlykovite are computed using molecular simulations. The simulations reveal

that the charge-balancing cations control thermo-elastic properties of shlykovite,

following the example of other phyllosilicates. Change balance ion affects the

number of H-bonds in the order Cs > K > Na > Li, and that observation can

be associated with the variations in the computed thermo-mechanical proper-

ties. Using as input the elastic properties obtained from the molecular scale

and assuming long-range disorder at the mesoscale (through a simplified repre-

sentation of the gel scale), we provide mean-field homogenization estimates of

the elastic constants at the gel scale that are consistent with indentation data.

This result suggests a nanogranular texture of ASR gels.
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1. Introduction

Phyllosilicates are encountered in geomaterials including clays, asbestos, and

man-made geomaterials such as concrete. The interlayer (micro-)pore in phyl-

losilicates is generally filled by water and charge balance ions. Research on

clays shows that these charge-balance ions are critical in the hygro-mechanical5

response of phyllosilicates affecting decisively the volume stability and hysteresis

in swelling clays [1, 2, 3]. The influence of charge-balance ions on elastic prop-

erties, thermal expansion, and heat capacity of phyllosilicates is less studied,

though. In this context, molecular simulations revealed significant differences

in the elastic constants and thermal expansion of Na- and Ca-montmorillonite10

[2]. The effects of other charge balancing cations are still to be quantified, no-

tably in other industrial relevant layered minerals, such as the ones found in

concrete (e.g. calcium and magnesium silicates, AFm phases).

Concrete is the most produced materials on the world being responsible for

5-8 % of anthropogenic CO2 emissions [4]. Extending the service life of existing15

concrete structure and engineering cement-based material to better durability

is crucial to reduce the negative impacts of using concrete. Alkali-silica reaction

(ASR) is one of the main durability problems affecting critical infrastructure

(e.g. for energy production, transportation systems, sanitation, and water sup-

ply) made of concrete. This problem results from the reaction between the20

alkaline pore solution of cement-based materials and the poorly crystalline sil-

ica encountered in aggregates (e.g. [5, 6]) resulting in a product that leads to

expansion of concrete. Formation of ASR products is associated with cracking

leading to a reduction in the mechanical properties and, consequently reducing

the service life of the affected structures [7]. Fundamental questions remain25

open regarding the physical origin of the expansive behavior, the structure, and

the properties of the ASR products. We still know relatively little about the

physical origins of the fundamental physical properties of ASR products, de-

spite their importance in the understanding of the mechanism associated with

ASR damage. Such damage is known to be affected by hygrothermal conditions30
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and applied stress [8, 9]. Assessing the thermo-mechanical properties of ASR

products at the nanoscale may bring new physical insights to the comprehension

of ASR damage. This knowledge can be applied to predict and control ASR,

propose new therapies to treat this construction pathology and extend the range

of local aggregates alternatives for concrete mix design reducing the impact of35

using concrete.

Experimental characterization of ASR products is challenging since these

products occur in small amounts, generally coexisting with other silica-rich

phases encountered in cement-based materials [7]. Additionally, at the mesoscale

ASR products often present small crystallites and long-range disorder which40

make difficult its experimental assessment [10]. In this context, molecular mod-

eling arises as a powerful tool to unveil the physical origins and provide atomic-

level information about ASR products. Molecular-scale simulations enable eval-

uating nanoscale systems under well-controlled conditions and without the dif-

ficulties related to the disorder, and composition variability of the various com-45

plex phases encountered in cement-based materials. To date, only a few studies

have coped with the molecular modeling of ASR products. Kirkpatrick et al.

[11] performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using kanemite structure

to represent nano-crystalline ASR. However, recent studies show that kanemite

molecular structure is not equivalent to the structure of ASR gels found in con-50

crete [12, 13]. A recent experimental study [12] shows that ASR products are

similar to the naturally occurring mineral shlykovite (KCa[Si4O9(OH)].3H2O])

[14], with isomorphic substitutions of potassium by sodium taking place accord-

ing to the composition of the pore solution.

In this work, we carry out classical MD simulations to understand, with55

atomic-level detail, the physical origins of the thermo-mechanical response of

shlykovite. This is the first time that the thermo-mechanical properties of

shlykovite are computed using molecular simulations. We consider shlykovite

with either Li, Na-, K- or Cs- substitutions. Sodium and potassium are one of

the main alkali found in cement-based materials pore solutions [15, 16]. Lithium60

substitutions are not generally observed in ASR products; lithium salts are,
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though, often deployed to mitigate ASR [17]. The analysis of Li-shlykovite

can, therefore, provide insights on ASR prevention and therapy. Cesium can

be incorporated in ASR products altering the mesotexture [18], these effects

are relevant for concrete structures for nuclear energy production and waste65

disposal [18]. We assess the effects of the charge balancing ion on the thermal

expansion, heat capacity, and elastic constants of shlykovite. To unveil the de-

tails of the nanoscale origin of the thermo-mechanical properties of crystalline

ASR products we look at the changes in water structure and hydrogen bond

network induced by the presence of the different charge balance cations.70

2. Molecular models and methods

The atomic structure of shlykovite (monoclinic, space group P21/c) as re-

ported by Zubkova et al. [14] is used. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of Na-shlykovite

(i.e. a structure in which all K atoms are substituted by Na atoms), which is

representative of the structure with K, Li, and Cs as charge balance cations.75

Shlykovite exhibits intra-layer (sandwiched in-between silicate sheet at the same

plan level as intra-layer calcium within a layer) and inter-layer water.

We use a reparametrization [19] of ClayFF [20] with SPC/E water [21] to

model the interaction in shlykovite. This reparametrization has been recently

used by us to compute the effective interaction and study the stability of Na)80

and K-shlykovite under sorption [19]. The parameters describing interactions

with K and Na are taken from the respective aqueous ions in ClayFF. The

parameters for Cs are taken from ref. [22] and for and Li, from ref. [23].

Simulation are performed with LAMMPS package [24]. Periodic boundary

conditions are adopted. Long-range electrostatic interactions are accounted for85

using Ewald summation methods with precision in terms of forces of 10−5. Tail

corrections are used to cope with long-range van der Waals interactions.

The σT simulations were performed with Nosé-Hoover thermostat and baro-

stat with damping parameters of 100 and 1000 timesteps, respectively. Elastic

constants were obtained by a finite difference approach in which the simula-90
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Figure 1: (a) Snapshot of X-shlykovite (with charge balance cation X = Li, Na, K, or Cs) for a

number of water molecules n=3 (per Ca[Si4O9(OH)]), equilibrated at 296 K and under 1 atm.

View on ac, bc and ab plans and local environment within the interlayer with H-bonds depicted.

pore along b (top, left) and a (top, right) axis. (b) Sketches of a possible representation of the

multiscale microstructure of ASR products: (local) order at the molecular scale (shlykovite-

like) and disorder at the mesoscale where grains (portions of the materials that can be fibril-like

foil-like or equiaxed). The (additional) gel porosity resulting from disorder is depicted.
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tion supercell (obtained from the replication of the unit cell twice in a- and

b-directions) were slightly deformed in each one of the six axial and tangential

directions followed by minimization.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structural data95

In Fig. 2, we compare the structure obtained from molecular simulations on

Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite at constant number of water molecules n=3 per

Ca[Si4O9(OH)] with the experimental results of Benmore and Monteiro [10] on

ASR gels. The structures were relaxed at 296 K and under 1 atm in an NσT

simulation. The total Radial Distribution Function (RDF) and the RDF of Si-O100

and O-O pairs are in agreement with the experimental results, irrespective of

the charge balance cation. This is an interesting finding showing the similarity

between crystalline and amorphous ASR products on the molecular scale. The

RDFs of Si-Si pairs obtained from MD exhibit a higher frequency of peaks

resulting from the ordered structure of shlykovite (see Fig. 1(b)), whereas a105

more disordered structure is, as expected, observed in ASR gels obtained from

real concrete structures.

We compare in Fig. 3 the XRD patterns of Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite,

computed with the configurations from MD simulations, to the experimental

patterns reported by Shi et al. [12] for Na- and K-shlykovite. The main peaks110

in Na- and K-shlykovite are captured by the molecular modeling. Sensible

shifts of peaks in Li- and Cs-shlykovite patterns are observed. This observation

indicates that the presence of cesium and lithium in ASR products leads to

structural changes that are clear in XRD patterns.

All the charge balance ions studied here remain adsorbed in the shlykovite115

zeolitic cavities (similar to calcium counterions that form inner-sphere complexes

in calcium silicate hydrates [25]).

Table 1 gathers the results of the lattice parameters, volume, and density

obtained in an NσT simulation at 296 K and under 1 atm. The NσT results are
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Figure 2: Radial distribution functions (RDF) gi−j(r) of (a) pairs i and j and (d) total pair

distribution functions g∗−∗(r) obtained from molecular simulations on Li, Na-, K- and Cs-

shlykovite at 300 K and under 1 atm compared to the experimental results of Benmore and

Monteiro [10] on ASR gels. The curves were shifted to improve the readability.
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Figure 3: XRD pattern of Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite computed with the configurations

from MD simulations (using Debyer code (https://debyer.readthedocs.io)) at 296 K and under

1 atm compared to the experimental pattern reported by Shi et al. [12] for Na- and K-

shlykovite. The curves were shifted to improve the readability.
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Table 1: Lattice parameters, volume V and density ρ of K-, Na-, Li- and Cs-shlykovite

obtained from NσT simulations at 296 K and 1 atm: comparison against experimental data

from data from Zubkova et al. [14] for (K-)shlykovite.
(K-)Shlykovite Li-Shlykovite Na-Shlykovite K-Shlykovite Cs-Shlykovite

Zubkova et al. [14] NσT NσT NσT NσT

a [Å] 6.4897 6.33 ± 0.04 6.35 ± 0.05 6.40 ± 0.04 6.43 ± 0.04

b [Å] 6.6669 6.93 ± 0.04 6.92 ± 0.04 6.90 ± 0.04 6.92 ± 0.04

c [Å] 26.714 24.78 ± 0.70 24.89 ± 0.61 27.29 ± 0.30 27.36 ± 0.57

α [◦] 90 88.5 ± 4.8 90.0 ± 3.8 90.0 ± 2.4 89.7 ± 3.7

β [◦] 94.697 90.1 ± 4.3 89.9 ± 3.6 91.6 ± 5.6 91.6 ± 4.3

γ [◦] 90 88.4 ± 0.9 90.0 ± 1.0 90.0 ± 0.7 90.0 ± 0.6

V [Å3] 1209.12 1079 ± 28 1089 ± 25 1200 ± 14 1211 ±25

ρ [g/cm3] 2.244 2.31 ± 0.06 2.38 ± 0.05 2.25 ± 0.03 2.75 ± 0.06

consistent with the experimental data provided by Zubkova et al. [14], referring120

to the K-shlykovite. The volume, a and c lattice parameter follows the sequence

of cation size (Li < Na < K < Cs), whereas b remains approximately constant.

3.2. Thermo-mechanical properties under undrained conditons

We compute the heat capacity, the anisotropic tensor of thermal expansion

and the elastic constants, which are the main properties governing the thermo-125

mechanics, of Li-, K-, Na- and Cs-Shlykovite. We adopt the hydration state

with n=3, which is associated with the naturally occurring (K-)shlykovite [14]

and the laboratory synthesized K and Na-shlykovite [26, 27, 12]. The response

of a microporous geomaterial at constant hydration state can be related to the

”undrained” (or ”close pore”) condition in poromechanics in contrast with the130

”drained” (or ”open pore”) condition (e.g [28, 29]). Undrained conditions may

be associated with the instantaneous response of the materials (i.e. the fluids in

the micropore do not have enough time to exchange with the neighboring pore

so they contribute to the thermomechanical response), while drained conditions

with longer timescales (i.e. enough time is left to the fluid to be in equilibrium135

with the neighboring larger pores according to the thermomechanical solicita-

tion) [30]. The elastic response is an example of property often associated with

instantaneous response in geomaterials, in opposition to the viscoelastic (or

delayed) response observed in clayey and cement-based materials that can be

linked to the water exchange [31].140
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Figure 4: Temperature dependence of the (a)-(c) lattice parameters, (d) volume of the unit

cell, (e) density and (f) molar enthalpy of Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite under 1 atm.

3.2.1. Temperature dependence and thermal properties under undrained condi-

tions

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the lattice parameters of Li, Na-, K- and

Cs-shlykovite obtained in NσT simulations as a function of the temperature,

in a range that can be associated to most of the application of cement-based145

materials.

The coefficients of thermal expansion can be computed from the least square

fitting of the results concerning cell vector in Fig. 4 using the αij =
(
∂εij
∂T

)
σ
,

where εij is the strain tensor. For an orthogonal simulation box, the unit cell

vector is identical to a Cartesian orthogonal frame; therefore, we may compute150

the anisotropic tensor of coefficients of thermal expansion directly from the vari-
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ation in the cell parameters. we used the definition of a ”true” strain along a

direction i: εi =
∫
di/i = Ln(i/i0), where i0 is the length at a reference tem-

perature. For comparison, we also compute the isotropic coefficient of thermal

expansion obtained from volume versus temperature fitting with the expression:155

αiso =
(

1
V0

∂V
∂T

)
σ
, where V0 is the volume at a reference temperature. In both

cases, we adopt 296 K as the reference temperature. The results are reported in

Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 5. The sequence of the coefficient of thermal expan-

sion along a-direction follows Li < Na < K < Cs (with thermal contraction for

Li- and Na-shlykovite); along c-direction, follows the inverse order (with ther-160

mal contraction for Cs-shlykovite); and along b- direction shows no clear effect

of the specific charge balance ion. Anisotropic thermal contraction have been

observed in layered crystal (e.g. [32, 33]. The volumetric coefficient of thermal

expansion (Tr(α) or αiso) follows the c leading order. K-Shlykovite exhibits a

coefficient of thermal expansion similar to C-S-H (42×10−6 to 45×10−6 1/K)165

and clinker minerals (50×10−6 1/K), whereas Na-shlykovite exhibits a coeffi-

cient of thermal expansion closer to portlandite’s (70×10−6 to 99.1×10−6 1/K))

[34].

The molar enthalpies (obtained in NσT simulations) of Li, Na, K- and Cs-

shlykovite are plotted against the temperature in Fig. 4 (e) and follows Li <170

Na < K < Cs. These energy values computed by MD informs on the cohesive

energy of the solid [35]. Lattice enthalpy [36], which can be computed from

experimental considerations, can be compared to the value obtained in MD

simulation. The molar enthalpies at 298 K, gathered in Table 2, were obtained

from interpolation of the values in Fig. 4 (f). The heat capacity at constant175

stress CP is reported in Table 2 are computed from the least square fitting of

the results in Fig. 4 (f). The results in J/(mol.K) follows Li < Na < K ≈ Cs

(Fig. 5).

3.2.2. Elastic constants under undrained conditions

A crystal with monoclinic symmetry has thirteen non-zero independent com-180

ponents in its elastic tensors. In the molecular simulation performed here, all

10



Table 2: Coefficients of thermal expansion (component αi along vector i, trace of anisotropic

tensor Tr(α)/, and αiso computed from volume derivatives), constant stress heat capacity

(CP ) and molar enthalpy (Hm,298 ).

Li-Shly. Na-Shly. K-Shly. Cs-Shly

αa [10−6 1/K] -38.9 -17.4 3.7 9.64

αb [10−6 1/K] 18.0 13.5 18.7 15.2

αc [10−6 1/K] 193.0 113.3 18.8 -45.9

Tr(α)/ [10−6 1/K] 172.1 109.3 41.2 -21.2

αiso [10−6 1/K] 185.9 117.1 45.5 -19.7

Hm,298 [103 kJ/mol] -19.85 -19.73 -19.63 -19.59

CP [J/(mol.K)] 608.5 726.4 792.3 788.9

CP [J/(kg.K)] 1624 1860 1949 1576
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Figure 5: Dependence of the charge balance ion of the (a) coefficients of thermal expansion;

(b) heat capacity at constant stress of Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite.
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Table 3: Components of stiffness tensor Cij [GPa] in Voigt notation, elastic moduli (bulk K,

shear G, Young’s E and indentation M moduli) and Poisson ratio ν of Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-

shlykovite. Systems at constant number of water molecules n=3 per Ca[Si4O9(OH)]. Only the

Cij terms that are expected to be non-zero in a monoclinic crystal in the standard orientation

(i.e diad axis parallel to [010]) are shown. The self-consistent estimation of the Young modulus

ESC at two limit packing densities η: η=0.64 (subscript LD, for low density) for the random

packing limit and η=0.74 (subscript HD, for high density) for fcc or hcp packing limit [37].

Li-Shly. Na-Shly. K-Shly. Cs-Shly

C11 147.3 142.2 137.6 139.6

C22 174.1 183.5 175.3 190.2

C33 37.8 73.9 70.4 61.7

C12 67.5 67.5 65.9 69.1

C13 17.5 6.3 18.9 21.0

C23 16.9 26.4 31.2 33.2

C44 13.4 24.4 22.0 24.2

C55 14.6 14.3 13.3 13.0

C66 44.5 29.4 28.1 44.0

C15 5.5 3.7 5.0 1.3

C25 -4.3 -3.0 -0.8 -6.1

C35 -4.6 2.0 -0.1 2.3

C46 -4.7 -8.4 -8.9 -8.4

K 57.4 80.5 73.9 74.7

G 26.3 29.8 28.3 34.4

E 68.5 79.6 75.2 89.6

ν 0.30 0.34 0.33 0.30

M 75.3 89.7 84.4 98.43

ESCLD (η = 0.64) 19.0 22.1 20.9 24.9

ESCHD (η = 0.74) 32.8 38.1 36.0 42.8

terms were computed from independent simulation involving each component of

the stress tensor. A finite deformation of 0.002 was applied. Table 3 gathers the

independent components of stiffness tensor Cij of Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite.

For components that should be zero the observed differences in the simulation185

results did not exceed a few GPa.

The estimations of the bulk K and shear G moduli using Voigt-Reuss-Hill

approach as well as Poisson ratio ν, Young modulus E and the indentation

modulus M for Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite are also provided in Table 3

and plotted in Fig. 6. The Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH) approximation on the bulk190

K and shear G moduli are computed from the respective Voigt (subscript V )

and Reuss (subscript R) bounds [38]. Assuming a macro-isotropic material,

the Young E modulus and the Poisson ratio ν can be obtained using: E =

12
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9KG/ (3K +G) and ν = (3K − 2G) / (6K + 2G) from which the indentation

modulus M = E/
(
1 − ν2

)
can be computed.195

The elastic moduli are plotted according to the charge balance cation in

Fig. 6. The global tendency seems to increase the elastic moduli with the radius

of the charge balance cation, but a local minimum is observed for K-shlykovite.

The Poisson ratio exhibits a maximum value for Na-shlykovite.

The Young moduli obtained for Li-, Na- and K-shlykovite agree with the200

nano-indentation results provided by Zhang et al. [39]: E=65 ± 12.3 GPa.

Micro-indentation results are expected to yield lower elastic constant due to

disorder and additional porosity observed in the gel mesoscale (depicted in the

sketch in Fig. 1). For example, Leemann et al. [40] report micro-indentation

of ASR produts with E in the range 9-11 GPa. Hu et al. report E of rosette-205

like ASR product ranging from 13.7 to 42.7 GPa [41]. We test the hypothesis

whether, akin to C-S-H gel, the variability observed in the experimental mea-
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sured elastic moduli of ASR gels can be explained by the packing of the gel

particles. To do, so we adopt the self-consistent (SC) estimate for micro- and

macro-isotropic heterogenous material constituted of equiaxed particles [42].210

The SC effective bulk KSC and shear GSC moduli are obtained solving the

implicit equations [42]:

N∑
r=1

fr
Kr −KSC

Kr + 4/3GSC
= 0;

N∑
r=1

fr
Gr −GSC

Gr +HSC
= 0 (1)

where fr, Kr and Gr are the volume fraction, bulk modulus and shear modulus

of the phase r, and HSC = GSC
(
3KSC/2 + 4GSC/3

)
/(KSC + 2GSC). The

SC estimation of the Young modulus ESC = 9KSCGSC/(3KSC + GSC) can215

be then computed using KSC and GSC . For C-S-H, the two limit packing

densities η, η=0.64 (called usually low density (LD)) for the random packing

limit and η=0.74 (called usually high density (HD)) for fcc or hcp packing have

been associated with the average packing densities [37]. We report in Table 3

the SC estimate of the Young modulus ESC for both packing densities. The220

estimates are in agreement with the variability observed in the experimental

investigations of the elastic properties of ASR products [40, 41, 39]. These

results corroborate the hypothesis regarding the nanogranular nature of ASR

gels, whose mesotexture could be explained by limit grain packing analogously

to C-S-H gels [37].225

To further investigate the influence of charge balance ions in the mechan-

ical response, we performed a simulation of isotropic compression followed by

decompression of Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite, as shown in Fig. 7. The re-

sults are compared to the experimental data of Geng et al. [43] on synthesized

K-shlykovite, and Moon et al. [44] on ASR gels. The slopes for all the cases230

are in agreement with the experimental results. Note that at the gel scale (ex-

perimental data), due to disorder, the density is expected to be lower than that

of the nanocrystalline phase (MD simulations). The curves of density plotted

against the pressure for Li-, Na- and K-shlykovite are closer and the response

is reversible. Geng et al. [43] also found the change of K-shlykovite struc-235
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Figure 7: Isotropic compression and decompression of Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite: com-

parison against the experimental data of Moon et al. [44] on ASR gels, and Geng et al [43] on

K-shlykovite. Systems at constant number of water molecules n=3 per Ca[Si4O9(OH)]. Solid

lines denote compression and dashed lines denote decompression.

ture is reversible under the same compression and decompression in the same

pressure range. For these curves, hardening is observed for pressures exceeding

approximately 2 GPa. The curve associated with Cs-shlykovite exhibits marked

irreversibility under decompression. Simulations with pressure exceeding 8 GPa

showed, though, irreversibilities for all cases (the results are not considered here240

because such large pressures are not relevant for concrete industrial applica-

tions).

3.2.3. Nanoscale origin of the thermomechanical properties

To understand the origin of the differences in the thermomechanical proper-

ties presented in the previous section we look at the changes in water structure245

and hydrogen bond network induced by the presence of the different charge

balance cations.

The RDFs of each charge balance cation and water oxygen are shown in

Fig. 8(a) for Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite. The first hydration shells are clearly

identified in these RDFs (the corresponding plateaus are shown in the inset).250

The hydration numbers n1W (i.e. the number of water molecules coordinated

by the cations) associated with the first shell are gathered in Table 4. The
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Table 4: Hydration number n1W , position (peak) of the first and second hydration (d1Wion−W

and d2Wion−W , respectively) shells of ions, total number of hydrogen bonds HB and decompo-

sition in terms of H-bonds between water oxygen HBWW , layer OH groups HBLL and water

oxygen and layer OH groups HBWL.

Li- Na K Cs

n1W 2.25 2.48 2.60 2.47

d1W
ion−W [Å] 2.03 2.32 2.78 3.07

d2W
ion−W [Å] 3.83 3.83 (4.43) 4.48 4.43

HBWW 0.61 ± 0.18 0.84 ± 0.10 0.94 ± 0.09 0.95 ± 0.08

HBWL 0.20 ± 0.10 0.70 ± 0.14 0.84 ± 0.08 0.88 ± 0.05

HBLL 0 0 0 0

HB 0.81 ± 0.21 1.55 ± 0.18 1.79 ± 0.12 1.84 ± 0.10

second shells are less pronounced in all cases, with K-shlykovite exhibiting an

intermediary peak at approximately 3.7 Å. The RDF of oxygen of water confined

in shlykovite is compared to the that of bulk SPC/E water in Fig. 8(b). The255

presence of well-defined peaks indicates the ordered aspect of water molecules

confined in shlykovite. The position of the first peak is similar to that of bulk

water, except for Li-shlykovite.

The density profiles along c direction are shown in Fig. 8(c). We adopt the

scheme depicted in Fig. 1(a) to define the solid layers (with intralayer water)260

and the interlayer pore. The position of charge balance cation remains the

same in all cases: the cation forms inner complexes within silicate channel (in-

between the Si atoms in the main layer and the Si atoms projected outwards

the main layer) as calcium counterions in tobermorite [25]. The intralayer water

exhibits a similar structure with two oxygen well-identified layers, irrespective265

of the charge balance cation. On the other hand, the interlayer water structure

is strongly affected by the counterion type. Water oxygen is ordered in the

interlayer so that four peaks are observed in Na-shlykovite, three peaks in Li-

shlykovite, and two peaks in K- and Cs-shlykovite.

We analyze the number of hydrogen bonds according to the charge balance270

cation in Fig. 9. We adopt the following criteria to define an H-bonds [45, 46]:

donor-acceptor oxygen distance of dO..O <3.5 Å and angle between O-H and

O...O vectors θHB <30◦. We separate the contributions to the total H-bonds
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Figure 8: RDF of (a) charge balance cation (X=Li, Na, K, Cs) and water oxygen gX−Ow (r)

and (b) water oxygen gOw−Ow (r) in Li-, Na-, K- and Cs-shlykovite. The inset in (a) shows

the cumulative number of the water oxygens coordinates by the charge balance cations. The

RDF of water oxygens in bulk SPC/E water is shown in (b) for comparison. (c) Z-profiles of

water oxygen and hydrogen, silicon and counterions.
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HB according to the H-bonds between water oxygen HBWW , layer OH groups

HBLL and water oxygen and layer OH groups HBWL:275

HB = HBWW +HBLL +HBWL (2)

The values are also listed in Tab. 4 . The HBLL is zero for all cases considered.

The number of HBWW and HBWL (and therefore HB) follows Cs > K > Na >

Li. In all cases, the total H-bonds remain lower than the value of bulk SPC/E

water reported in the literature of 3.2 to 3.4 H-bonds per water molecule [47].

The individual contributions of HBWW and HBWL follow the same trends.280

To unveil the role of hydrogen bonding in the thermo-mechanical properties,

we plot the normalized elastic moduli, coefficient of thermal expansion and

heat capacity in Figures 9 (b), (c) and (d), respectively. General trends are

observed with (i) the elastic moduli (except for K-shlykovite) and heat capacity

increasing, and (ii) the coefficient of thermal-expansion decreasing (except for285

αb) with the number of H-bonds. This observation shows one of the main

mechanisms through which charge balance ions change the thermo-mechanics

of shlykovite is though the modification of H-bond networks.

4. Conclusion

Molecular modeling of crystalline ASR products was proposed based on290

shlykovite structure with Li, Na-, K- or Cs- substitutions. We show the critical

role of charge balance cation on the thermo-mechanical properties of phyllosil-

icates, with clear trends identified for the elastic moduli, heat capacity, and

coefficient of thermal expansion as a function of the ion size. Since the exper-

imental characterization of the thermo-mechanical properties of ASR products295

is challenging, the results provided in this work are valuable information for

bottom-up modeling of ASR damage and can be used to improve the precision

and increase confidence in multiscale modeling. We conclude:

• Molecular modeling of shlykovite structure with ClayFF is transferable to

the study of thermo-mechanical properties of ASR products. The molecular300
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Figure 9: (a) Total H-bonds HB decomposed in the contributions of H-bonds between water

oxygen HBWW , and water oxygen and layer OH groups HBWL for Li-, Na-, K-, and Cs-

shlykovite. Normalized thermomechanical properties as a function of HB: (b) elastic moduli

(bulk K, shear G and Young E moduli), (c) components of anisotropic thermal expansion

tensor and (d) constant stress heat capacity. The properties were normalized with respect to

the properties of Na-shlykovite.

modeling is in agreement with experimental evidence regarding the struc-

ture, lattice parameters, and elastic properties of ASR products found in

concrete.

• The difference of elastic properties of ASR products at the molecular and

mesoscale suggests a nanogranular mesotexture of ASR products. The305

self-consistent estimates, from mean-field micromechanics theory, using

the packing limits of monodisperse spheres explains the variability ob-

served in the elastic modulus obtained from nano- and micro-indentation

experiments on ASR products.

• The charge balancing ion affects the thermo-mechanical properties by in-310

creasing the number of hydrogen bonds in the phyllosilicate. The aug-

mentation of H-bonds in the sequence Cs > K > Na > Li translates in

an augmentation of the elastic constants and heat capacity, and on the

decrease of the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient. The link be-
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tween H-bonds number and thermomechanical properties shows that one315

of the main mechanisms through which charge balance ions change the

thermo-mechanical response of layered adsorbing materials is through the

modification of H-bond networks. This observation can be used to under-

stand the physical origins of properties in other phyllosilicates in which

various charge balance ion can exchange with the interlayer fluid, such as320

clays [48] and C-S-H. Furthermore, these results show the importance of

accounting for specific ion effects in the bottom-up modeling of phyllosili-

cates properties as well as in investigations dealing with disordered silicate

gel structures.
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